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As a new energy source, hydrogen (H2) detection is a hot topic in recent years. Because of the weak 
absorption characteristic, laser spectroscopy-based H2 detection is challenging. In this paper, a highly 
sensitive H2 sensor based on light-induced thermoelastic spectroscopy (LITES) technique is demonstrated 
for the first time. A continuous-wave, distributed feedback diode laser with emission in the 2.1 μm region 
was adopted as the excitation source to target the strongest H2 absorption line of 4,712.90 cm−1. A Herriott 
multipass cell with an optical length of 10.1 m was chosen to further improve the H2 absorption. With the 
feature of processing the raw input data without data preprocessing and extracting the desired features 
automatically, the robust shallow neural network (SNN) fitting algorithm was brought in to denoise the 
sensor. For the LITES-based H2 sensor, the concentration response was tested, and an excellent linear 
response to H2 concentration levels was achieved. A minimum detection limit (MDL) of ~80 ppm was 
obtained. On the basis of implementation of the H2-LITES sensor, a heterodyne H2-LITES sensor was 
further constructed to realize a fast measurement of resonance frequency of quartz tuning fork and H2 
concentration simultaneously. The resonance frequency can be retrieved in several hundred milliseconds 
with the measurement accuracy of ±0.2 Hz, and the result of 30,713.76 Hz is exactly same as the 
experimentally determined value of 30,713.69 Hz. After the SNN algorithm was applied, an MDL of 
~45 ppm was achieved for this heterodyne H2-LITES sensor.

Introduction

With the rapid development of the industry, the rate of energy 
consumption becomes fast. However, the traditional fossil fuels 
such as coal and oil produce a large number of pollutants in 
the combustion process [1]. Hydrogen (H2) has the merits of 
clean and renewable, as representative of new energy [2]. The 
product of H2 combustion is water vapor (H2O), which is envi-
ronmentally friendly. Therefore, H2 enables switch from a fossil 
fuel-based industry to a clean energy-based industry [3]. 
However, H2 is dangerous. It is an explosive and flammable gas. 
When the volume fraction of H2 exceeds 4% in air, it has a risk 
of explosion. With its colorless and odorless characteristics, 
human cannot sense H2. Hence, there is a great need of sensitive 
and selective detection of H2 in the processes of production, 
transportation, storage, and usage [4].

Various sensors have been reported for H2 detection. The 
electrochemical kind relies on the change of electrical charac-
teristics such as resistance and current [5]. It has a miniature 
size and low cost. However, the poor long-term stability and 
detection performance limit its application. A catalytic com-
bustion method-based gas sensor reacts with the flammable 
H2 [6,7]. However, it requires a high operation temperature 
(>100 °C) and therefore has some risks. In the functional material- 
based H2 sensing, palladium (Pd) film is widely adopted. 

However, this kind of sensor has the weakness of poor repeat-
ability, complicated synthesis, and unexpected drift [8,9]. 
Moreover, the vibration of a quartz resonator [10]- or a canti-
lever beam [11]-based mechanical sensor, the surface acoustic 
wave [12]- or sound velocity [13]-based acoustic sensor, and 
the surface plasmon resonance [14]- or the shift of transmission/
reflection wavelength [15]-based optical sensor is also adopted 
on some occasions. Unfortunately, the mechanical sensors have 
some difficulties in fabrication. The acoustic sensors are sus-
ceptibly interfered by the environmental sound. The optical 
sensors are easily disturbed by stray light and vibrations.

Unlike the abovementioned techniques, the laser spectroscopy- 
based gas sensing method is based on the molecular fingerprint 
spectrum of light absorption [16,17]. It has the advantages of 
high selectivity, high sensitivity, and on-line measurement ability 
[18–20]. Laser spectroscopy-based gas sensors can be classified 
into 3 types: (a) tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy 
(TDLAS)-based measurement; (b) cavity-enhanced absorption 
spectroscopy-based measurement; and (c) photothermal, photo-
acoustic, and other laser spectroscopy-based measurement. On 
the basis of the Beer–Lambert law, in TDLAS and cavity- 
enhanced absorption spectroscopy, a photodetector is used to 
measure the optical signal [21,22]. In the years 2019 and 2022, 
a TDLAS-based H2 measurement was performed [23,24]. 
However, the photodetector is usually bulky and expensive, 
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especially for those used in the mid-infrared region, such as a 
mercury cadmium telluride photodetector with cryogenic cool-
ing unit. Furthermore, in the >10-μm spectral region, the opti-
cal detectors are basically unavailable. In the year 2002, as a 
modification to the traditional microphone-based photoacoustic 
spectroscopy, quartz-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy 
(QEPAS) was put forward [25]. A quartz tuning fork (QTF) 
with piezoelectric property is adopted to detect acoustic waves 
in QEPAS. The characteristics of a high Q factor (>10,000), 
narrow frequency bandwidth (~3 Hz), low cost (<$1), tiny 
volume (~3 mm3), and acoustic quadrupole geometry of QTF 
improve the detection performance, compactness, and cost of 
QEPAS-based sensors [26–29], and this technique has been 
used in numerous trace gas detections [30–35]. However, the 
QTF needs to be immersed in the gas environment, which 
means that QEPAS is a contact measurement method. When 
encountering acidic or corrosive gases, such as hydrogen chlo-
ride [36], the silver layer on the surface of QTF acting as an 
electrode can be easily corroded after a long time exposure, 
which will finally lead to sensor failure.

To solve the problem existing in QEPAS, light-induced 
thermoelastic spectroscopy (LITES) was first proposed in 2018 
[37]. In LITES, the laser beam is focused on the surface of QTF 
after passing through the gas sample. Thermal expansion occurs 
in QTF because part of the laser energy is absorbed by it [38,39]. 
Mechanical motion is generated along with thermal expansion, 
and this motion is amplified by the intrinsic resonance charac-
teristic of QTF [40]. Finally, because of the piezoelectric prop-
erty of QTF, the mechanical motion converts into an electrical 
signal, which is used to retrieve the gas concentration. In 
LITES, QTF does not need to put in the gas sample. Therefore, 
it is a noncontact measurement technique [41]. Furthermore, 
compared with the photodetector employed in the TDLAS 
method, QTF has no response wavelength limit. Because of 
these merits, LITES are extensively used in trace gas detec-
tion [42–45].

The resonance frequency (f0) of QTF determines the laser 
modulation frequency and harmonic signal demodulation 
frequency, and it only has a narrow bandwidth of ~3 Hz [46]. 
Therefore, it is a key parameter for LITES-based gas sensing, 
and usually, it should be calibrated frequently, especially 
when environmental factors such as temperature and pressure 
change. There are 2 methods of optical and electrical excitations 
to measure the resonance frequency. In these 2 approaches, the 
excitation frequency of light and sinusoidal wave scans in a 
wide range, which means that the measuring is several minutes 
and time consuming, respectively. Furthermore, during this 
measuring process, the sensor should be suspended. Heterodyne 
detection of QEPAS sensor was first reported in 2017 [47]. In 
this method, the information of QTF such as f0 can be obtained 
with the gas concentration simultaneously without interrupting 
sensing.

In this paper, a highly sensitive H2 sensor based on LITES 
technique is demonstrated for the first time. To fix the issue of 
very weak absorption, a continuous-wave, distributed feedback 
(CW-DFB) diode laser with an emitting wavelength of 2.1 μm 
was adopted to target the strongest absorption line of H2. 
Furthermore, a Herriott multipass cell (MPC) with an optical 
length of 10.1 m was employed to improve the optical absorp-
tion. A heterodyne H2-LITES sensor was further constructed 
to realize a fast measurement of resonance frequency of QTF 
and H2 concentration simultaneously.

Experimental system

H2 absorption line selection
Because of its symmetric molecule structure, H2 has a small 
number of absorption lines. Because these lines have a very 
weak absorption line strength (in the order of 10−26 cm−1/cm−2 
× molec), it is a big challenge for H2 detection using laser 
spectroscopy-based methods. On the basis of the HITRAN 
2020 database [48], the absorption lines of H2 are simulated 
at the conditions of 760 torr of pressure and 300 K of temper-
ature and are presented in Fig. 1A. In these few lines, it is found 
that the strongest one is located at 4,712.90 cm−1 with a line 
strength of 3.17 × 10−26 cm−1/cm−2 × molec. To clarify the 
absorption interference from other molecules, 2% H2O and 
200 ppm of carbon dioxide (CO2) were added around 4,712.90 
cm−1. It can be observed from Fig. 1B that, with an optical 
length (L) of 10 m, the absorbance of H2 and H2O are 1.86 × 
10−4 and 5.80 × 10−4, respectively, and the absorbance of CO2 
is negligible. Furthermore, it is can also be observed that H2 
is free from spectral interference of H2O and CO2. Therefore, 
in the following experimental investigations, the H2 absorption 
line of 4,712.90 cm−1 is selected.

Diode laser output characteristics
For the sake of targeting the strongest absorption line of H2 
selected in the “H2 absorption line selection” section, a 
CW-DFB diode laser (model no.: NP-DFB-2122-TO5-HC, 
Nanoplus GmbH) with an emission wavelength of 2.1 μm was 
adopted. This laser is in a TO5 package including a thermo-
electric control (TEC). The output performance of this laser is 
tested and depicted in Fig. 2. At 3 different TEC temperatures 
of 35, 37, and 39 °C, the emission wavelength and output power 
were recorded. As presented in Fig. 2A, the experimentally 
determined current and temperature tuning coefficients of the 
laser wavelength were −0.061 cm−1/mA and −0.46 cm−1/°C, 
respectively. The TO5 package has a limited heat dissipation 
capability. To protect this laser from thermal damage and to 
prolong its service life, a TEC temperature of 39 °C is chosen 
in the following experiments to ensure that it does not have a 

Fig. 1. Absorption spectra simulation according to the HITRAN 2020 database. 
(A) Line strength for all H2 absorption lines. (B) Absorbance for 4% H2, 2% H2O, and 
200 ppm of CO2 at a pressure of 760 torr, a temperature of 300 K, and an optical 
length of 10 m.
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high injection current. As depicted in Fig. 2B, the temperature 
has a weak influence on the output power, and the maximum 
optical power of 18.4 mW is obtained when the diode laser 
operates at an injection current of 120 mA. The emission wave-
length of this diode laser is tuned to the H2 absorption line of 
4,712.90 cm−1, as depicted in Fig. 2C, when the TEC temper-
ature is 39 °C and the injection current is 80 mA. It is observed 
that the side–mode suppression ratio is higher than 20 dB. The 
output beam is collimated using an aspherical lens with a focal 
length of 5.95 mm and an antireflection coating. The distribu-
tions of the near and far fields of the beam profile were meas-
ured by employing a pyroelectric array camera at the 120 mA 
maximum injection current and are shown in Fig. 2D. Because 
of the different divergence speeds in the fast and slow axes of 
the diode laser adopted, the output laser beam profile shows 
symmetrically circular distribution in the near field while an 
asymmetrical elliptical distribution in the far field.

Sensor structure
A schematic diagram of the LITES-based H2 sensor is depicted 
in Fig. 3. After passing through an aspherical lens (L1) with a 

focal length of 5.95 mm, the light beam of the 2.1 μm diode 
laser was collimated and incident into a Herriott MPC. With 
34 optical passes and a 34 cm physical length, the MPC has an 
effective optical path length of 10.1 m. Using a calcium fluoride 
plano-convex lens (L2) with a focal length of 30 mm, the laser 
emitted from the MPC was focused onto the bottom of QTF, 
where the QTF could generate the maximum strain field [49]. 
A QTF with a resonance frequency (f0) of 30.72 kHz (in 
vacuum) was used in the experiments as a light thermoelastic 
transducer. Compared to the widely used 32.768 kHz of QTF, 
this QTF has a lower f0, which is in favor of increasing the 
energy accumulation in QTF and the sensor signal amplitude 
[50]. Two mass controllers (model no.: SC117 D07–19B, Beijing 
Sevenstar Co. Ltd.) with an uncertainty of ±3% were employed 
to mix pure H2 with pure nitrogen (N2) in different ratios to 
produce H2 gas with different concentration levels, and the gas 
was fed into the MPC at a flow rate of 180 ml/min. Two reduc-
ing valves that were used to maintain the gases from gas cylinders 
were in normal pressure. Wavelength modulation spectroscopy 
(WMS) with the harmonic detection method was taken to real-
ize a sensitive measurement of the H2-LITES sensor signal. In 

Fig. 2. Output performance of the 2.1 μm CW-DFB diode laser. (A) Current and temperature determined wavelength tuning. (B) Output power versus injection current. 
(C) Emission spectrum. (D) Distributions of the near and far fields of the beam profile.
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WMS, a low-frequency sawtooth wave and a high-frequency 
sine wave are added together through the adder and then sent 
into the laser controller to modulate the laser wavelength. The 
sawtooth wave is used to scan across the selected H2 absorp-
tion line. The sine wave is applied to modulate the laser absorp-
tion to produce the signal and reduce the background noise of 
the sensor system. In a normal LITES sensor system, as 
shown in the inset of Fig. 3A, because of the limitation of 
response frequency of QTF and the requirement of a long time 
to accumulate weak thermoelastic energy, usually, the 
period of the sawtooth wave is in several minutes. In the 
heterodyne LITES sensor system, the modulation frequency 
of laser is far from the resonance frequency of QTF. In such 
condition, a beat frequency signal is produced between the 
nonresonance frequency modulation and the transient response 
of QTF in the resonance state. This transient process needs a 
fast wavelength scanning. Therefore, as shown in the inset 
Fig. 3B, a varietal sawtooth wave with a fast sweep phase 
and a stable phase is used. The fast sweep phase has a time 
scale in several hundred milliseconds and is intended to offer 
an impulse to the QTF. The stable phase has a pretty long period 
and is used to acquire the ring-down process of the heterodyne 
LITES signal.

Results and Discussion

LITES-based H2 sensing
The resonance frequency (f0) of QTF determines the modula-
tion frequency of the laser and, therefore, should be accurately 
measured. In this research, an optical excitation method was 
used to fix it. The laser excitation frequency was scanned from 
30,708 to 30,728 Hz. Because of the requirements of the steady-
state response of QTF and accurate measurement, the mea-
suring process lasted 100 s and the f0 was determined to be 
30,718.38 Hz. As shown in Fig. 4, the detection bandwidth was 
found to be Δf0 = 3.6 Hz. On the basis of the equation: Q = f0 / 
Δf0, the quality factor (Q) was calculated as 8,533. The meas-
ured equivalent resistance of the used QTF was 112.98 kΩ. In 
the following experiments, WMS with the second harmonic 
(2f) detection strategy was employed. Therefore, the laser mod-
ulation frequency f should be set as f = f0/2 = 15,359.19 Hz.

The signal level of the LITES sensor is related to the laser 
wavelength modulation depth. Hence, the modulation current 
(sine wave amplitude) for the H2-LITES sensor was investigated 
at the H2 concentration of 100%, and the results are presented 
in Fig. 5. At the beginning, the 2f signal amplitude of the 
H2-LITES sensor increased with the modulation current. After 

Fig. 3. Schematic of the LITES-based H2 sensor platform. (A) Wavelength modulation mode for the LITES system. (B) Wavelength modulation mode for heterodyne LITES 
system. QTF, quartz tuning fork; Σ, adder; MPC, multipass cell; L1, lens; L2, lens; PC, personal computer; LD, laser diode.
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that, the 2f signal amplitude began to decrease. The maximum 
2f signal level is achieved when the modulation current is 
0.74 mA. Therefore, in the following investigations, this opti-
mum value is adopted.

The sensor performance was evaluated using H2 with differ-
ent concentrations when the integration time of the lock-in 
amplifier (model no.: MFLIDC-500 kHz, Zurich Instruments) 
was set to 700 ms. The pure H2 was diluted with pure N2 to 
generate different gas samples with concentration ranging from 
100% to 10%. The obtained 2f signal waveforms are shown in 
Fig. 6A. To investigate the linear response of the LITES-based 
H2 sensor, the obtained 2f signal amplitude versus H2 concen-
tration is depicted in Fig. 6B. After linear fitting, the R2, which 
implies how well the regression line approaches real data points, 
is found to be 0.99. This reflects that the H2-LITES sensor has 
an outstanding linear response to H2 concentration levels.

The noise level of the H2-LITES sensor is measured when 
the injection current (wavelength) is far from the absorption 

line. The right wing of the H2-LITES 2f signal is used to calcu-
late the noise. For the purpose of reducing the system noise 
level and to further improve the detection performance, the 
shallow neural network (SNN) is adopted, which has a simple 
structure and is proved to be an end-to-end method. This fitting 
algorithm processes the raw input data without any data pre-
processing and can automatically extract the desired features 
[51,52]. The fitting based on SNN is achieved by automatically 
learning the features between input data X and output data Y 
in the dataset, adjusting the weight and bias of the neurons in 
the hidden layer and output layer based on the characteristics 
of these data, and then accumulating a series of neurons in the 
form of an activation function. Five layers were included within 
the hidden layer. The training data, test data, and validation 
data account for 70%, 15%, and 15% of the data that were set, 
respectively. In the subsequent noise reduction processing, the 
minimum root mean square error is used as the criterion. 
When the mean square error between the original data and the 

Fig. 4. The frequency response curve of the used QTF. a.u., arbitrary units. Fig. 5. The 2f signal amplitude of H2-LITES sensor versus laser modulation current.

Fig. 6. Concentration response of the H2-LITES sensor. (A) 2f signal for different H2 concentrations. (B) The measured 2f signal amplitude versus H2 concentration.
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noise reduction data is reduced to 10−4, the model stops train-
ing and outputs the noise reduction data. In this paper, the 
measured 2f signal of the H2-LITES sensor at H2 concentration 
of 10% is used as an example for the noise reduction process. 
The results obtained after noise reduction are shown in Fig. 7. 
The standard deviation (1σ) of the noise is reduced from 
1.79 × 10−2 to 4.35 × 10−4 μV when the SNN fitting was 
employed. On the basis of the signal and noise amplitudes 
shown in Fig. 7, a minimum detection limit (MDL) of ~80 ppm 
is obtained for this H2-LITES sensor.

Heterodyne LITES-based H2 sensing
The resonance frequency of QTF determines the laser modu-
lation frequency and has a crucial impact on the LITES sensor 
performance. Therefore, a real-time monitoring of it is needed. 
In the heterodyne LITES sensor system, a beat frequency signal 
is generated between the laser modulation frequency, which is 
detuned from the resonance frequency of QTF, and the tran-
sient response of QTF in the resonance state. In such situation, 
the resonance frequency and the gas concentration can be 
retrieved simultaneously. Using the modulation strategy shown 
in Fig. 3B, each period of the varietal sawtooth wave is 2 s and 
is divided into 2 phases. In the scanning phase, a fast wave-
length scanning with 375 ms of time period is adopted to scan 
across the 4,712.90 cm−1 of absorption line. A sine wave is used 
to modulate the laser wavelength with a non-resonance modu-
lation frequency f, where f = f0 ± Δf and Δf << f0. The rise 
time of the scanning phase is comparable to the response time 
(~100 ms) of the commercially available QTF, and therefore, a 
transient response of QTF can be generated. In the stable phase, 
a pretty long period of 1625 ms is used to acquire the ring-down 
process of the heterodyne LITES signal. Demodulating the QTF 
signal at f as a function of time, a sinusoidal waveform with 
exponential decay and period of Δt = 1/Δf is obtained. 
Δt can be easily acquired through the measured decay curve. 
Therefore, f0 = f ± Δf can be retrieved.

In the subsequent experiments, the integration time of the 
lock-in amplifier was set to 20 ms, and WMS with the first 
harmonic (1f) detection strategy was adopted. The relationship 
between the peak signal of the heterodyne LITES sensor and 

the modulation frequency f was investigated and is shown in 
Fig. 8 together with the resonance curve of the used QTF. The 
f0 is measured as 30,713.69 Hz. The signal reached the same 
amplitude when f = f0 ± Δf. The maximum signal level is 
obtained when Δf = 3.48 Hz and f = 30,717.17 Hz. In the 
following investigations, these optimum values were employed.

The concentration response of the heterodyne H2-LITES sen-
sor was investigated and shown in Fig. 9. A constant background 
baseline of bias was produced because of the residual amplitude 
modulation when the 1f detection method is taken [53]. 
Furthermore, in the LITES sensor, the laser is modulated. 
Therefore, the output power changes periodically. This periodi-
cally changed power will cause the resonance response of QTF, 
which produces some offset. With and without (by subtracting) 
the background, the heterodyne LITES sensor signal versus 
time was recorded when different H2 concentrations were used. 
As shown in Fig. 9A and C, the signal has a decay process. The 
first positive peak was extracted, and the values versus concen-
tration are plotted in Fig. 9B and D. After linear fitting, the 
R2 is recognized as 0.99, which indicates that the heterodyne 
H2-LITES sensor has an excellent linear response to H2 con-
centration levels.

At an H2 concentration of 100%, the heterodyne LITES sen-
sor signal was separated from Fig. 9 and is depicted in Fig. 10. 
The time period Δt between the 2 adjacent positive peaks was 
found to be 0.2932 s. The resonance frequency can be retrieved 
in several hundred milliseconds with the measurement accu-
racy of ±0.2 Hz and the calculated detuning frequency and 
resonance frequency are Δf = 1/Δt = 3.41 Hz and f0 = f − Δf = 
30,713.76 Hz, respectively. This frequency is almost same as 
the experimentally obtained result of 30,713.69 Hz shown in 
Fig. 8. Similar to the denoising operation in the “LITES-based 
H2 sensing” section, the SNN is adopted to reduce the system 
noise level for the heterodyne LITES sensor as well. The noise 
determination is located at the region where the decay is 
finished. As presented in the inset of Fig. 10, it can be observed 
the SNN algorithm effectively suppressed the noise. The noise 
standard deviation reduced from 54 to 0.13 nV after the algo-
rithm was applied. On the basis of the signal and noise ampli-
tudes shown in Fig. 10, an MDL of ~45 ppm is obtained for this 

Fig.  7.  Denoising for H2-LITES sensor with the SNN algorithm model at an H2 
concentration of 10%.

Fig.  8.  The normalized signal level of the heterodyne LITES sensor versus the 
modulation frequency.
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heterodyne H2-LITES sensor. For comparison, the reported 
optical methods for H2 sensing are listed in Table. Compared 
with these existing techniques, the LITES and heterodyne 
LITES-based H2 sensor have a better performance when MDL 
is considered.

Conclusion
As a new energy source, H2 detection has a huge application 
demand and, therefore, is a research hotspot. In this paper, a 
highly sensitive H2 sensor based on LITES technique is pre-
sented for the first time. A CW-DFB diode laser with emission 
in the mid-infrared of 2.1 μm and maximum optical power of 
18.4 mW was adopted as the excitation source. The laser has a 
side–mode suppression ratio of more than 20 dB. The strongest 
H2 absorption line located at 4,712.90 cm−1 and a Herriott MPC 
with an optical length of 10.1 m were chosen to meet the chal-
lenging problem of weak H2 absorption. With the feature of 
processing the raw input data without data preprocessing and 
extracting the desired features automatically, the robust SNN 

Fig. 9. Concentration response of the heterodyne H2-LITES sensor. (A) 1f signal for different H2 concentrations with background. (B) The measured signal amplitude versus H2 
concentration with background. (C) 1f signal for different H2 concentrations without background. (D) The measured signal amplitude versus H2 concentration without background.

Fig. 10. Denoising for the heterodyne H2-LITES sensor with the SNN algorithm model.
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fitting algorithm was brought in to denoise the sensor. For the 
LITES-based H2 sensor, it has an excellent linear response to 
H2 concentration levels through examining of different gas 
samples, and the MDL was found to be ~80 ppm. A heterodyne 
H2-LITES sensor was further constructed to realize a fast 
measurement of resonance frequency of QTF and H2 concen-
tration simultaneously. The retrieved resonance frequency of 
30,713.76 Hz is exactly same as the experimentally obtained 
result of 30,713.69 Hz. After the SNN algorithm was applied, 
an MDL of ~45 ppm is obtained for this heterodyne H2-LITES 
sensor. The sensor performance can be further improved when 
a laser with a higher output power, an MPC with a longer opti-
cal length, or a custom QTF with a lower f0 is adopted.
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